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Introduction

This is the sting of the bee so far, I reposted all the chapters onto this new account and I have edited all of the chapters, some have minor changes whilst others are completely different! I hope you like the story!
Chapter 1

It was a wonderful day and Paris looked beautiful in the long-lasting sunlight, the sky was a dazzling blue, and not a cloud could be seen. However, Marinette was paying no attention to the blue sky and ferocious heat nor the fact that she could view this spectacular scene from the rooftops of Paris as her alter ego, Ladybug. All she could think about were the stinging words Chloe Bourgeois had shouted at her earlier that day in school. So far, Marinette had been able to put these thoughts at the back of her head to focus on lessons, but no, that there was nothing to distract her and school was over, it was all Marinette could think about. “Calm down Marinette, nobody can control what Chloe says except herself, besides it's not as if you are Chloe’s only target, and imagine what Chloe would say if she found out you were ladybug!” Tikki’s words could only cheer Marinette up slightly, however, she still returned the encouraging smile Tikki gave her, “I know Tikki but I’m so angry and Chloe is just a stuck-up brat who cares about no one but herself!” Giving up, Tikki sighed, there was no point in trying to reason with Marinette as the chances were she would get even angry, and then she would be akumatized… and that would surely be the last thing anybody would want.

THE NEXT DAY
Marinette went to school the next day only to go home angrier than she had ever been before, including the time Lie-la Rossi had tried – and temporarily succeeded – to get her expelled. Chloe had done something horrible even for her and the stinging memory remained clear in Marinette’s mind. She was almost considering pulling out of school before she realised that she wouldn’t be able to see Adrien again if she did, that meant that it wasn’t an option… but I could remain a possibility.

Alya and Nino were chatting just outside of the school when they first saw the Akuma. At first, it seemed like it was heading for Adrien, who was waiting for his bodyguard to turn up, and Nino shouted out in warning… Now everyone is aware of it. As they all stood in silence, no one daring to say a word, the Akuma slowly turned around the corner where Marinette was standing out of sight, upset and angry. Everyone breathed a joint sigh of relief but Alya was the only one who heard the familiar sound of her best friend’s voice speak the two words so many Parisians including herself had spoken before her… “Yes, Hawkmoth.” Alya shouted out, telling everyone to run, but Chloe was not running to safety she was going to her queen bee signal. Alya began filming (for the Ladyblog of course)
Until Cat Noir arrived and told her to stay out of danger, yet there was still no sign of Ladybug… had something happened to Paris’ beloved heroine, or was Ladybug… No Alya couldn’t believe what she was thinking, it was surely illogical, but if it was true if there was any tiny possibility of it being true… Cat Noir would be taking on this villain alone. This was bad…
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Chapter 2

It had been hours since Alya had given up filming, she was sure that she was not the only one who knew the identity of Ladybug, unfortunately, but of course, this was the least of their problems at the time. Not only was Alya unable to help out but Cat Noir was exhausted, after all, it had been 6 hours. You could easily tell he wasn’t even trying anymore. Then an idea struck her, as long as the Akuma wasn’t in her earrings Cat Noir could break the object of which the vile creature inhabited and use his cataclysm to get rid of the Akuma. It was a full-proof plan and Cat Noir agreed as Alya told him this. It worked! Marinette was back to normal and Paris had yet again been saved, only this time Ladybug wasn’t there to do it.

BACK AT SCHOOL

Marinette stayed on the down-low for a few days but when she finally thought everything had blown over she was bombarded with questions, questions on why she was akumatized, how she was feeling, why she was so powerful as a villain, but worst of all, questions about her alter ego, questions about a ladybug. The less smart ones just asked why Ladybug hadn’t shown up. However, there were people like Alya, Lila (unfortunately), and Adrien who had figured out the truth. Marinette breathed a sigh of relief when the bell went for the first lesson of the day everyone left. She went to pick up her bag when suddenly someone tapped her on the shoulder, it was Adrien…
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Chapter 3

As Marinette turned around, Adrien's face turned bright red. He clearly had something important to tell her but he was struggling to get the words out, it was weird, they had kind of reversed roles. "Uh Hi, M-Marinette I wanted t-to tell y-you that, that you make a purr-fect Ladybug" Adrien whispered to her and sighed as Marinette giggled, clearly oblivious to the subtle yet massive hint. "Umm, do you want to hang out after school?" Adrien asked, aware of the obvious answer. "Is your father going to allow you, he doesn't normally," Marinette replied in a serious tone. "He doesn't have to know m'lady." Marinette giggled again but suddenly her face fell, "What did you just call me"

"I think you already know, bugaboo." Marinette suddenly understood why Adrien was using Cat Noirs' pet names for Ladybug. HE was Cat Noir. It seemed so obvious now, they both had the same mesmerizing emerald-green eyes and they had the same messy blonde hair, Marinette felt awkward, the boy she had rejected continuously was also the boy she had a huge crush on. Perhaps this was worth the sting after all...
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As Marinette turned around again to face Adrien she saw the unmistakable figure of Cat Noir occupying the space Adrien had been standing in moments before… They stood in silence for a moment until Marinette spotted Alya running down the stairs towards her. "Come on Marinette, just because you're a superhero doesn't mean you can be late to class… you should hurry up, Adrien… Come On!"

Marinette turned to see Adrien had transformed back - and he had a look of relief on his face. Marinette hurried to gather up her books and ran to class without looking back…

LATER THAT DAY

Ladybug was sitting on a Paris rooftop waiting - and dreading - for Cat Noir to turn up for their patrol. Suddenly a thump behind her informed Ladybug that someone had turned up "Finally, I was beginning to wor-" but as she turned around, Ladybug did not see Cat Noir behind her… it was none other than Hawkmoth!
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Chapter 5

Ladybug
"Why are you here?" Ladybug questioned in a threatening tone.
"I just want to talk." Replied Hawkmoth
"Me? Talk? To you? Yeah right. Try and make me."
"Oh we will…" answered Mayura as she appeared behind Ladybug. The heroine reached for her yoyo but it wasn't there. "Looking for something?" Mayura asked, holding up the red and black yoyo. ‘Are you kidding me?’ LB thought before recovering from her shock. "How did you... Ugh never mind. You better give it back!" she shouted "Why should I?" Mayura questioned. Suddenly LB's bug phone rang. It was cat noir. Mayura threw her yoyo as far away as she could before turning back to Ladybug "If you want it you better go and get it…” She was about to jump down from the rooftop when something, well someone, grabbed her wrist. "Oh Ladybug. Did you think we'd let you go? Now, as I said earlier, we just want to talk." Ladybug glared at Hawkmoth for a moment before giving in, "Fine, what is it?"

Cat Noir
Cat Noir was sure he had the right patrol spot but Ladybug still hadn't turned up. I better call her. He grabbed his stick and called LB but she didn't pick up. Then he checked his GPS tracker and found out she was transformed. Cat noir decided to head towards where she was when suddenly the ladybug symbol started moving towards him way too quickly. What the… but before he could finish something small and round hit him on the head "ouch" he rubbed his head where he was hit then picked up the object… it was her yoyo. She must be in trouble. He didn't have to travel very far to find out why, he reached a small rooftop but quickly hid. What he saw worried him; Ladybug was cornered by Hawkmoth and Mayura. He heard LB say something in a defeated voice but he couldn't hear what. ‘I should stay hidden’ he thought.
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